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will publishing ESL studentsstudents99

writing keep them from perishing
by norman W evans and priscilla F whittaker

in the previous issue of the TESL report-
er

A third general response to the ELI
various reasons were given for publishing expositor that indicates the value which

ESL students writing procedures and students place on the publication is their
problems encountered in creating a periodic requesting copies some students ask for
ESL student publication were also discussed 1 extra copies of the current issue others
at length in this final portion of our dis-
cussion

inquire eagerly when the next issue will
cussion reactions to the ELI expositor be out even some nonnonellELI students re-

questwill be reviewed copies of the ELI expositor A
recent case in point was that of a nongeneral reactions ELI student worker at the campus print
shop having become deeply engrossed inreactions to the ELI expositor have

and the first page of the latest issue as the othergenerally been positive supportive
copies were coming out of the copy machinefirst there has been positive feedback from

teachers of other writing skills classes at he eventually made an extra copy for
the university freshman composition in-
structors

himself
structors have commented that printing the A fourth favorable reaction has been the
best of student writing is a motivating factor rise in students confidence in the quality
for the students it lets them see what they of writing appearing in the expositor when
are competing against within and among the first issues appeared students wondered
their own classes and also lets them share if they could fully rely on their peers writ-

ingand gather ideas from one another and as worthy examples of correct grammar
observe how to organize those ideas an-
other

accurate punctuation proper organization
instructor added that printing inter-

national
etc but when word began circulating about

students writing is an opportune the many hours of revision often required
means of exchanging not only ideas for of the students whose writing was to appear
writing but also information about students in the expositor students confidence in
diverse cultural backgrounds foreign and estimation of the publication began
students are naturally curious about each foto grow recently as one student was sub-

mittingothers cultures and exchanging such in-
formation

the third or fourth revision of an
can often help students from accepted expositor composition together

different backgrounds understand and feel with his signature a peer curiously asked
more at ease with each other as they work what are you doing with an unmis-

takabletogether toward common goals in their air of pride the student responded
classes 1 I am writing for the ELI expositor

A second positive reaction to the ELI student responses to a survey
expositor has been that some students
have begun submitting extra work in hopes in an effort to determine how students
of getting something published ththeyey regard the expositor a survey of their
have sometimes done so upon becoming in-
terested

feelings toward the publication was conduct-
edte in what another student has written in part it consisted of questions with

in the expositor thus on occasion they positiveneutralnegative multiple choice op-
tionshave written letters responding to previously such as what is your opinion of

published compositions particularly those the ELI expositorexpository and do you think
with controversial subject matter one stu-
dent

printing the expositor is a good idea
with an especially original idea sub-

mitted
the anonymously given responses of 143

a piece of fine poetry students were a heavy 92 positive with
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7 of the responses indifferent and 8.8 positive and negative together responses
negative in arranged order from those most fre-

quently expressed to those that occurredalthough only a select portion of our more rarely on occasion when a givenELI students writing is printed in the response very closely approximated anotherELI of the publicationexpositor copies in meaning those similar wereare made available for all ELI students responses
combined

to read to assess students opinions as
readers the following questions were asked question why dodontdiodontdo dont you read the
how often do you read the ELI exposi ELI expositor

torw alwayssalalwayssometimesneverwayssom et imesnean ever and 1I
enjoy all ofenjoyof enjoy some ofamefam dissatis-

fied

to compare my writing with that of
otherswith all of the subject mattertopicsmatter topics

of the essays in the ELI expositor not-
ably

forgetlazyno time

more than two thirds of the responses to improve my writing
to read the writing of a friendwere neutral 68 approximately one
to learn about other culturesthird completely positive 31 and only

1 totally negative in other words these question do you think printing the ex-
positorresponses indicate that nearly every stu-

dent
is a good idea besnoyesnoyesno why or

in our program was participating as why not
an audience of other students writing
and most were enjoying the writing encouraging

helps me improve my essays
while students participation as a reading can know others thoughts

audience is important their willingness to gives me good examples
participate as writers is essential the re-
sponses

to share cultures
to the question 1 I honestly would wastes time

likedontlike dont care whetherdowhe therdo not want my rewards us
compositions are entered in the expo-
sitor

can see my improvements
helped us understand the extent to shows what ELI is all about

which students were willing to publish
their work sixty four percent admitted question why wouldwouldntwould wouldnt you want
that they would like their writing in the your writing published in the expositor
expositor a shy or apathetic twenty seven ashamed of my writing
percent did not care and for presently to show offforofftor honor
only surmised reasons lack of confidence to share
wariness the personal quality of their encouraging
writing nine percent expressly did not gives me confidence
want their compositions entered never-
theless

for comparison
theless it seems the majority not only did too personal
not mind but actually even wished for an helps others learn
extended audience with whom they could

question what do you like most aboutcommunicate and who would appreciate the ELI expositorthe results of their efforts
shared cultures

interspersed among the multiple choice the styles of writing
questions were six open ended questions easy to read
again anonymously the students were free signaturessignaturesfriendsfriends names
to respond with any answer positive or
negative which they deemed closest to their question what would you like to see

in the 7
true personal opinions since the students changed expositor
relatively unaltered expressions shed the nothing
most light on their attitudes toward pub-
lishing

more articlespagesarticle spages
their own writing we have listed commentscorrectionscomments corrections

the open ended questions below each is poetryriddlescartoonspictures
followed by the students various free both more creativityvarietycreativity variety
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teachersteachersfamousfamous persons essays expositor as well as the basic needs of the
weekly publication students that is such a publication of

student writing not only provides the
question what is your opinion of the necessary encouragement and confidence
ELI expositor goodbadgoodbangood bad why that what or how they are writing is cor-

rectmotivatesstimulatesmotivates stimulates needed by most writers ESL or

to learngiveslearn gives good ideas otherwise but it also provides the ideas

challenginganchallengingan opportunity and examples necessary to build upon in

shows my improvement creating compositions of thoughtful content
helps students and quality

conclusion
these student responses apparently sup-
port the previously mentioned notions that a the question will publishing ESL
student publication may indeed be a bene-
ficial

students writing keep them from perish-
ingventure in one or more of the follow-

ing
necessarily remains rhetorical with

ways varying individual student needs and person
alititesalitites publishing may not be the answer

I11 it can provide a source of ideas for ones to every ESL writing students needs how-
everown writing as the above discussion of students

2 it is a means of sharing cultures or of reactions indicates publishing does seem
finding an audience to perhaps show to motivate certain students to write
off to and equally as important they do this

3 it offers writing examples that are both writing not just for the sake of an A
good and easy to read or to pass an ELI class but to commun-

icate to a given audience a more real to life4 it ofprovides a means comparing ones
other students it seems haveown writing with that of ones peers purpose

benefited simply as an audience by gather-
ing5 it is motivating ideas from the expositor to still

6 it gives positive reinforcement and builds others the publication has been an instruc-
tivestudents confidence experience in the revision process re-
quiredcompare with rationale ppap 555655 56 in producing publishable material

in the july issue of the TESL reporter finally the expositor seems to be an
answer to two basic needs of every writer

additionally some students who as 1 encouragement and 2 a source of
pointed out earlier had expressed unwilling-
ness

good yet unintimidating examples of
to submit expositor entries clearly quality writing

offered their reasons in this open response
thus in of the extra amount ofsection of the survey ashamed of my spite

writing or too personal nevertheless time and effort required by the periodic
we may assume that if the writing of those printing of the ELI expositor the rewards
same shyer students had actually been and positive feedback seem to greatly out-

weighrevised and printed with their permission any negative reaction or extra
of course their subsequent reply might trouble and while the expositor may not
have matched that of their colleagues be a cure all for the less likely to succeed

gives me confidence nor the magic formula to reduce the time
required for exiting from ESL writing

under suggestions for changing the classes the motivating factors and idea

expositor some students indicated more bank of a publication such as the ELI
expositor may indeed be enough to keeparticles or pages or more frequent pub-

licationli thus attesting to the publications some floundering writing students from

popularity noteworthy also are the wishes totally perishing in an ESL writing pro-
gramfor comments and corrections or for essays

written by teachers or other writers of ed note copies of the informal survey
esteem these suggestions together seem to andor the ELI expositor are available
underscore the original purpose of the ELI from the authors upon request




